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You probably feel like you know everything about your cat and his needs, but chances are there's a

lot you aren't aware of. For example, did you know that the food you feed him every day has

nowhere near enough nutritional value, or that he may have chronic tooth decay? Have you ever

been told that the essence of the flower holly can help him be less jealous, or that a massage can

lessen his arthritis pains?The Veterinarians' Guide to Natural Remedies for Cats is an introduction

and a guide to the vast world of natural methods, treatments, and foods that are now available for

cats. Veterinarians from around the country offer information and opinions to help you determine

what's best for your cat. In addition to showing you how to develop a healthy diet for your pet, these

doctors will tell you about alternative treatments such as homeopathy, acupuncture, chiropractic

care, massage, and herbal medicine.
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You probably feel like you know everything about your cat and his needs, but chances are there's a

lot you aren't aware of. For example, did you know that the food you feed him every day has

nowhere near enough nutritional value, or that he may have chronic tooth decay? Have you ever

been told that the essence of the flower holly can help him be less jealous, or that a massage can

lessen his arthritis pains? The Veterinarians' Guide to Natural Remedies for Cats is an introduction

and a guide to the vast world of natural methods, treatments, and foods that are now available for

cats. Veterinarians from around the country offer information and opinions to help you determine



what's best for your cat. In addition to showing you how to develop a healthy diet for your pet, these

doctors will tell you about alternative treatments such as homeopathy, acupuncture, chiropractic

care, massage, and herbal medicine.

MARTIN ZUCKER has been writing about alternative medicine and health issues for twenty years.

His expertise and the input of holistic practitioners and licensed veterinarians such as Norman

Ralston combine to bring you the most comprehensive and insightful book on maximizing your cat's

health through alternative medicine.

this book has a lot of good information. If you are into Holistic care for your cat or just wanting to

keep your cat healthy this is a must have.This book tells about problems with pet food, Homemade

meals, Nutritional supplements, herbs, homeopathic remedies, flower essences, acupuncture,

massage, vaccinations, how often, how much, what to do when nothing seems to work"two tests",

endocrine - immune test and the "bio- nutritional analysis".This book also covers Litter box tips and

feline problems from a-y...Arthritis, Asthma, ......behavioral problems....cancer....Diabetes, Digestive

problems....Ear problems...Food allergies...Hairballs...heart problems...kidney failure...lack of

appetite...liver disease...old age...parasites...Skin disorders...stress..urinary tract problems...yeast

infections......plus a whole lot more...This book contains recommendations and ideas based on

clinical experience of many veterinarians who routinely use natural therapies and know what works

and what does not.It stresses that you need to know your cat, this will help you when considering

the remedies and concepts in this book.Each cat is different, what may work for one may not work

for another... If your cat does not respond after you follow advice from this book don't hesitate

before you take your cat to your veterinarian !!!

I recently adopted a kitten that turned out to be FIV. When your cat has a problem such as that, you

need to be able to discuss ideas with your Veterinarian that enable you to be your pet's advocate in

order to help keep them healthy. This book not only provides you with information and ideas, but

contacts and resources you can explore.

I got some neat information here, but I always defer to my veterinarian before doing anything for my

babies. I do believe natural remedies are to be researched thoroughly as conventional medications,

and in some cases the natural meds are better and gentler. Try to find a veterinarian who is as

open-minded, and you can get the best care for your pet this way.



It is helpful in some parts of the book but most of it isn't helpful information at all.

Holistic vet guide for homeopathic and natural cures for cats. Very basic, and could use a lot of

editing and formatting into a more concise and cohesive text. Takes a lot of time to plow through the

verbiage of each vet to get to the meat of the advice.

AS with all such books, you have to take it as part of your knowledge and put whatever spin you like

on it. It does seem to offer several opinions on each subject and that is a big help

This book has given me a lot of good information about how to better care for my cats, and what to

watch out for. I particularly like that the author enlists several other veterinarians to weigh in on most

topics as well.It even motivated me to start making my own cat food, something I never envisioned

myself doing. I feel like I am a better pet owner for reading the book.

Lots of good information to manage my kitty cats
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